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Teams playing home games at Olds Park will be rostered for field set up. 
 
It requires a minimum of four people to set up the main field and it takes 
approximately 45 minutes. 
 
The Small Sides and Mini-fields also need to be set up. 
 
If the fields are not set up the games cannot start and the club will be fined so it 
is important that when your team is rostered, you arrive on time (field needs to 
be set up min. approx. 30 minutes before kick-off) and in sufficient numbers to do 
the job quickly and efficiently. 
 
All the required gear can be located in the gear shed which is on the front of the 
dressing room block. There is a key available from the Canteen Manager. 
 
Field Set-Up  
Teams playing first game at Olds Park will be responsible for ‘Field Set-up’ & will 
be required to: 

 Move the goal posts into place.  

 Place nets on goal posts and secure. There must be no gaps. 

 Stake goal posts to secure them – extremely Important! 

 Place spiked posts approx. two yards from the touchline and every 
fifteen yards along the length of the main field and around the entire 
field in the case of the small sided field. Rope off both touchlines on the 
main field and the whole field on the small sided field.   

 Place corner flags on each corner and on the half way line, on the main 
field. 

  
Field Pull Down  
Team playing last on the main, small sided and mini fields will be responsible for 
‘Field Pull-Down’ and will be required to: 

 Break the field down and return all the equipment to the Gear Shed.  

 Stow the gear in the appropriate areas and leave the gear shed tidy and 
safe. 

 Padlock goalposts to the fences. Padlock the gear room and dressing rooms. 
 

In the event that there is no home ground to be played at Olds Park, the 
Grounds Controller (Soren Hughes) will be responsible and ask for assistance. 

 
 


